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and Stettheimer each made work which draws attention to congruencies between the persona of the dandy and a climate of shifts and dislocations, that is, the paradox of the invigorating and empowering loss of belief in the certainties of past traditions, the intellectual and aesthetic loss of 'place' within accepted conventions, which is generally assumed in modernism's beginnings.
Perhaps we need to remind ourselves that, as with post-modernism now, modernism too was once defined not in relation to formal concerns,17 but rather was structured in cultural terms, and was oppositional. New York art circles in Greenwich Village forged pragmatic definitions of modernism which were later submerged in the 1960s in discussions of self-contained and purified modes of modernism applied mostly to painting.18
Greenwich Villagers in the teens were proud of their distance from bourgeois life and conventional politics and celebrated their marginality: it was much more interesting where they were.19 Thus it is no surprise that the attempts of New York modernists to relocate these new worlds within the shifting boundaries of their own art seem to inscribe the strolling dandy's fascination with boundary lines and moving across them, her/his familiarity with being marginal, 'out of place', which also gave a new place on which to stand.
Representations of dandies in nineteenth-century paintings make marginality explicit, for they are rendered visible to us now in images of their up-tothe-minute fashion statements, for example, those declasses artists and intellectuals self-defined by dress,20 whose presence Baudelaire pointed out in the work of Constantin Guys, Eugene Lami and Gavarni, and which we have learned to recognize in paintings by Tissot, Caillebotte and Manet. Manet's barmaid of the Bar at the Folies Bergire, beautiful in her black Parisian dress, is their female equivalent. T.J. Clark has described this woman and other dandies, compelling personalities whose elegant appearance punctuated nineteenth-century images of urban capitalism. Elegance, masking, and selfconstruction loosened their class ties. 21 28 The presence of women put new pressure on androgyny. In a climate in which women's images and actions as independent artists were without precedent, they made themselves up as they went along, defining themselves in new -and shiftingcontexts. Thus women's dandy's images took on meanings which were empowering. They framed a challenge to the dominant mode of male discourse by using its own symbols against it. The early twentieth century inherited such images as photographer Frances Benjamin Johnston's 189629 self portrait smoking a cigarette which mimics and flaunts male attributes and body language, and undermines the view that stereotypic male behaviour was unnatural for a woman. Although Johnston chose to show herself in women's clothing, her constructed pose was that of a cross-dresser, and her image operated then in the sense that Susan Gubar has discussed it: 'Cross-dressing becomes a way of ad-dressing and re-dressing the inequities of culturally-defined categories of masculinity and (Fig. 7) . In these These objects with their novel locations also have undergone disconcerting scale changes. Literally ungrounded, enormous, they are observed as spectacle, as panoply. And with this vision, artificed, ambiguous and shifting, we are returned to the elegant and strolling flineur/dandy, who takes on an cross-dressers, and especially for women artists, a persona which is inscribed in Stettheimer's dense narrations, in O'Keeffe's resonant severities, and the destabilizing spatial disjunctions seen in both. Each in her own way gives us images of modernism's mobile spaces in a vision of a world no longer grounded in certainty, no longer marked out in traditional perspective or rules of painting -or in cliched sexual roles. If, as one might argue, modernism and the dandy constructed each other, women artists of New York's avant-garde74 shaped that construction to their own purposes as specially suited to their own paintings. The visual imagery of dislocation that these early modernist dandies mapped out has come down to us now in a shifting, sometimes recalcitrant, subversive and provocative masquerade. 
